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Counterarguments are mentioned only briefly, but not refute or considered. Organization Needs Improvement
Fails to stay on topic; main points are unrelated to each other and stray from the argument. Good 3 Minimal
styilstic or grammatical errors. More analysis or discussion of relevance of evidence may be needed.
Vagueness and repetition are often two problems here. Good Tone is direct, but essay may sound "robotic" or
formulaic. Thesis is creative and interesting in its approach to the subject. Author clearly cares about his
purpose and his audience. The essay presents a fresh interpretation of the idea. Excellent 4 Essay exceeds the
basic requirements. Unique approach that is well-executed. Fair Some grammatical errords or stylistic
problems. Introduction and conclusion paragraphs are skeletal sentences only. Evidence blends personal
observations and ideas with concrete evidence. Relies too heavily on supposition and assumption. Fair 2 Tone
is not offensive, but might be confused or lack force. Fair Tone is not offensive, but might be confused or lack
force. Fails to make an argument or states the obvious. Adds additional resources; adds insight and creativity
to the topic. Assignment Criteria Needs Improvement 1 Paper fails to meet the length and source
requirements. May lack verve and passion. Has an interesting and engaging introduction and conclusion
paragraph. Excellent Detailed analysis of evidence presented. Missing clear organizational pattern. Excellent 4
Tone is direct and appropriate. Paper fails to meet the basic requirements for the essay as a whole. Adds no
new thoughts, insights, or feelings to the subject. Missing introduction and conclusion. Relies too heavily on
supposition and assumption. The essay is convincing and fun to read. Fair 2 May be somewhat organized, but
the pattern isn't clear. Essay as a whole is well organized and body paragraphs are also cogently organized to
prove the argument. May need work primarily on citation and format. Tone might be insecure about argument
or unclear. Introduction and conclusion paragraphs are skeletal sentences only. Fair Paper meets the basic
requirements but might be lacking quality sources. May need work primarily on citation and format. Excellent
Fluid organization. Thesis is creative and interesting in its approach to the subject.


